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Abstract
The propagation characteristics of galloping detonations were quantified with
a high-time-resolution velocity diagnostic. Combustion waves were initiated in
30-m lengths of 4.1-mm inner diameter transparent tubing filled with stoichio-
metric propane-oxygen mixtures. Chemiluminescence from the resulting waves
was imaged to determine the luminous wave front position and velocity every 83.3
microseconds. As the mixture initial pressure was decreased from 20 to 7 kPa, the
wave was observed to become increasingly unsteady and transition from steady
detonation to a galloping detonation. While wave velocities averaged over the full
tube length smoothly decreased with initial pressure down to half of the Chapman-
Jouguet detonation velocity (DCJ) at the quenching limit, the actual propagation
mechanism was seen to be a galloping wave with a cycle period of approximately
1.0 ms, corresponding to a cycle length of 1.3–2.0 m or 317–488 tube diameters
depending on the average wave speed. The long test section length of 7,300 tube
diameters allowed observation of up to 20 galloping cycles, allowing for statisti-
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cal analysis of the wave dynamics. In the galloping regime, a bimodal velocity
distribution was observed with peaks centered near 0.4 DCJ and 0.95 DCJ. De-
creasing initial pressure increasingly favored the low velocity mode. Galloping
frequencies ranged from 0.8 to 1.0 kHz and were insensitive to initial mixture
pressure. Wave deflagration-to-detonation transition and detonation failure trajec-
tories were found to be repeatable in a given test and also across different initial
mixture pressures. The temporal duration of wave dwell at the low and high ve-
locity modes during galloping was also quantified. It was found that the mean
wave dwell duration in the low velocity mode was a weak function of initial mix-
ture pressure, while the mean dwell time in the high velocity mode depended
exponentially on initial mixture pressure. Analysis of the velocity histories using
dynamical systems ideas demonstrated trajectories that varied from stable to limit
cycles to aperiodic motion with decreasing initial pressure. The results indicate
that galloping detonation is a persistent phenomenon at long tube lengths.
Keywords: detonation, DDT, detonation failure, galloping detonation, near limit
detonation
1. Introduction1
Detonation in tubing with diameters approaching the detonation reaction zone2
length has been shown to be capable of propagating at average velocities that3
are significantly below the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) velocity that occurs in larger-4
diameter tubing. Prior studies have shown a smooth decrease in average deto-5
nation velocity in small diameter tubing with decreasing initial pressure P0 for6
stoichiometric propane-oxygen, reaching velocities as low as 0.5 DCJ, where DCJ7
is the Chapman-Jouguet detonation velocity, before the tube quenching limit was8
reached (Figure 1). This phenomenon has been the subject of considerable in-9
terest [1–5] for many decades with recent literature reviewed by Jackson [6] and10
Camargo et al. [7].11
Some earlier efforts have used microwave interferometry to obtain high-resolution12
detonation velocity histories of these near-limit detonations [2, 4, 10]. Lee et al.13
[2] processed such velocity histories to obtain histograms that quantitatively de-14
scribed six detonation modes as mixtures approached the failure limit. As initial15
mixture pressure decreased for a given tube diameter d, self-sustained detonations16
would transition to detonations with velocity fluctuations. These fluctuations were17
initially small in magnitude, resulting in unstable waves with instantaneous speeds18
of 0.7–0.9 DCJ. The result of further pressure decreases was mixture dependent19
2
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Figure 1: Average combustion wave velocity data for C3H8+5O2 versus inverse pressure for dif-
ferent tube diameters; stainless steel tube data is from Ref. 6, the copper data is from Ref. 8 as
reported by Ref. 9, and the clear plastic tubing data is that discussed in the present paper. The test
geometries for the 1.3-mm and 6.4-mm diameter tests used straight tube lengths, while the tubing
was formed into spirals for the 4.1-mm and 4.8-mm tests.
and attributed to the relative stability [11] of each mixture tested [2]. The effective20
activation energy, denoted by θ, is often used to quantify a mixture’s detonation21
stability [12]. Mixtures with higher values of θ generally exhibit more irregular22
cellular structure and detonation velocity fluctuations near failure. Lee et al. [2]23
found that, for mixtures with high effective activation energies, lowering mixture24
pressures could result in the onset of three additional modes: (1) galloping det-25
onations with instantaneous wave speeds between 0.4 and 1.5 DCJ, followed by26
(2) a purely deflagrative mode propagating near 0.4 DCJ, followed by (3) reac-27
tion quenching. Mixtures with lower effective activation energies did not exhibit28
the galloping or deflagrative modes and instead would only quench upon further29
pressure decreases. Their results were likely geometry specific as the detonation30
velocity in these near-limit detonations is expected to depend on the coupling31
between the mixture chemical kinetics and the gas-dynamic response to any con-32
finement (in the form of momentum and thermal boundary losses).33
The extremely long length of the galloping cycle has made its characterization34
difficult. Edwards et al. [10] observed up to four galloping cycles in a tube of35
rectangular cross section over a distance of 20 m (L/d = 870). Lee et al. [2] were36
not able to observe multiple galloping cycles in their 10-m (L/d = 260) tube and37
noted that “an ambiguity in the identification of the galloping mode and the failure38
mode may exist” due to this limitation. Haloua et al. [4] were similarly not able39
3
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to observe more than two cycles in their 25-m (L/d = 645) tube. More recently,40
Wu and Wang [13] inferred two galloping cycles from high-speed cinematogra-41
phy in a 1,500-diameter long tube, but with camera sensitivity that was only able42
to register luminosity during the peak velocity phase. Subsequently, Gao et al.43
[5] obtained up to five galloping cycles in tubes as long as 1,625 diameters, but44
with spatially discrete diagnostics. Thus, high-resolution observations of the full45
galloping cycle have been limited, with little opportunity to study its long-term46
evolution to determine if the mode is independent of initial ignition conditions,47
repeatable, and persistent over long times.48
In this work, we use a novel, transparent, and spiral tube geometry with high-49
speed video to obtain high-temporal-resolution velocity measurements of the lu-50
minous front present in galloping detonations over distances of 30 m (L/d >51
7,300) in stoichiometric propane-oxygen mixtures from 7 to 20 kPa. Over the52
tested pressure range, this mixture has a high effective activation energy (θ ≈53
11 from Schultz and Shepherd [12]) and is considered to be highly unstable with54
detonation cell sizes ranging from λ = 19 to 5.6 mm (λ/d = 4.6 to 1.4) for55
the pressure range of 7 to 20 kPa [14]. The initial mixture pressure P0 was var-56
ied to obtain different detonation propagation modes. The observation length is57
sufficiently long to allow for measurement of up to 20 galloping cycles per test,58
allowing for quantitative and statistical analysis of the galloping phenomenon.59
Velocity-time profiles of galloping detonation are presented as a function of mix-60
ture pressure. Histograms are used to quantify the velocity probability at each61
test condition. These results are then interpolated to form a velocity probability62
map versus initial mixture pressure. A map of galloping frequency versus initial63
pressure is also reported. The timing and repeatability associated with the indi-64
vidual components of the galloping cycle are analyzed. Finally, the stability of65
the longitudinal velocity pulsations was analyzed and compared to results from66
one-dimensional detonation calculations.67
We emphasize that our measurement technique records only the position and68
velocity of the luminous front associated with the combustion, in similar fashion69
to works which use photodiode sensors. We do not measure the position of the70
leading shock wave, which is commonly reported by numerical simulations, by71
pressure transducers and by schlieren measurements. In contrast, microwave in-72
terferometry studies report the velocity of the ionization front associated with a73
combustion event or dissociation behind a strong shock. Each of these features74
may exhibit different dynamics as the shock decouples and recouples with the75
reaction zone in the unsteady galloping regime.76
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2. Experiment77
Combustion waves were propagated though small-diameter, transparent, polyurethane78
tubing filled with stoichiometric propane-oxygen mixtures of varying initial pres-79
sure. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. A deflagration
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Figure 2: The experimental geometry.
80
was initiated with a 40 mJ spark. The resulting combustion wave then passed81
through a 15.4-m length of 4.8-mm inner diameter copper tubing to allow it to82
relax from the initiation event before reaching the first of three average veloc-83
ity measurement stations. Each average velocity station simultaneously measured84
pressure, ionization, and luminescence, though only pressure data from the piezo-85
electric (PCB 113A24) transducers were used to determine average velocities in86
the present work. A section of transparent, polyurethane tubing was located down-87
stream of the first measurement station. The tubing had an inner diameter of 4.1-88
mm, a 30-m-long observation section, and was coiled in a spiral configuration; the89
radius of the spiral ranged from 0.2 to 0.5 m. The exit clear tubing exhausted into90
the second and third velocity measurement stations, which were separated by an91
additional 5.2-m length of copper tubing.92
Prior to each experiment, the assembly was evacuated with a vacuum pump93
and then filled to the initial test pressure with stoichiometric propane-oxygen94
mixtures that were premixed in a separate mixing vessel. Initial pressures tested95
ranged from 6.5 to 20.0 kPa. Tests at 6.5 kPa were unable to initiate sustained96
combustion, while all others transitioned to steady or galloping detonation.97
The chemiluminescence associated with combustion in the polyurethane spiral98
was imaged with a high-speed framing camera (Vision Research Phantom V5)99
running at 12 kfps (∆t = 83.3 µs interframe time) with a resolution of 256 px100
× 256 px and an exposure time of 40.0 µs. Examples of the resulting images101
5
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are shown in Fig. 3. As discussed in the subsequent sections, the images were102
processed to obtain a time series of the luminous wave front location and analyzed103
to obtain velocity statistics.
8.250 ms 8.333 ms
8.417 ms 8.500 ms
8.583 ms 8.667 ms
Figure 3: A series of images of chemiluminescence associated with the detonation propagation
through the spiral geometry from test 198. The bright region in third frame is associated with
a DDT event. The luminosity increase associated with the detonation relative to the preceding
deflagration is apparent. The corresponding velocity time history is shown in Fig. A.28 using a
common time base with these images.
104
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3. Image Processing Procedure105
Comparison of the location of the luminous wave front in sequential images106
allowed determination of the wave velocity between each frame. These velocities107
were computed as follows. First, the image pixel coordinates (xi, yi) associated108
with the leading edge of the combustion wave were identified, as shown for the ex-109
ample in Fig. 4. The combined result shows the wave progress through the spiral
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Figure 4: Wavehead CCD chip positions from each frame for test 195.
110
at each imaging timestep. The radius of each point ri =
√
(xi − xc)2 + (yi − yc)2111
was then calculated versus the image frame number as shown in Fig. 5. Some
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Figure 5: Wavehead radius versus time for test 195.
112
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small shift was present in the imaging setup from shot to shot that was typi-113
cally on the order of 0–3 pixels in both axes. In order to account for this shift,114
all data points from each test were used to solve for the common spiral center115
(xc, yc) with subpixel resolution that yielded a smooth radius-versus-time curve.116
(Not accommodating this shift in image center would result in small oscilla-117
tions in the inferred radius with time.) With the image center known, the an-118
gle of the leading edge of the luminous wave in the spiral was determined from119
φi = arctan
(
yi−yc
xi−xc
)
; an example is shown in Fig. 6. With the radius and angle
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Figure 6: Spiral angle versus time for test 195.
120
evolutions in time known, the wave motion was then determined from the shifts121
across each frame ∆Li = 12 (ri + ri−1) (φi − φi−1). Normalization by the imaging122
timestep ∆t and multiplying by the calibration factor,w = 1.984 mm/px, gives the123
luminous front velocity for each timestep, Di = w∆Li/∆t, as shown in Fig. 7. A
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Figure 7: Detonation velocity versus time for test 195.
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124
wavehead location uncertainty of 1 pixel (along the spiral) with the above analysis125
yields a velocity uncertainty of ±∆Di/Di = 1/∆Li. This equation holds for all126
tests and yields the uncertainty magnitude shown in Fig. 8. We also note the pos-
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Figure 8: Uncertainty, in relative detonation velocity D/DCJ , associated with one pixel of error
versus detonation velocity for all tests.
127
sibility of pixel identification error associated with varying chemiluminescence128
intensity versus wave speed and the finite image integration time (imaging blur)129
was likely ± 3 pixels resulting in fluctuations with worst-case errors of up to 8% in130
D/DCJ. Our steady detonation velocity tests yield velocities of 0.95 D/DCJ with131
seemingly random fluctuations of ± 5%, consistent with the above error analysis132
and average velocity measurements from the pressure transducers. Fluctuations of133
a similar character and magnitude are also observed in the time-resolved measure-134
ments of Lee et al. [2] and Haloua et al. [4] that were obtained with a completely135
different diagnostic (microwave interferometry). We conclude that the observed136
fluctuations are consistent with the combined physical and instrumental variation137
typical of this type of testing.138
4. Results139
4.1. Average Velocities140
The average velocity results from the pressure measurement stations are shown141
in Fig. 1. The initial mixture pressure range of 7 to 20 kPa yielded average deto-142
nation velocities between 0.57 and 0.94 DCJ. In contrast, c0/DCJ is approximately143
0.13, where c0 is the ambient sound speed of the mixture. Tests at 6.5 kPa did not144
result in sustained propagation of a combustion wave. The figure also shows prior145
data from shorter length experiments with metal tubing at comparable diameters146
9
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[6, 8, 9] of 1.3 mm with straight tubing, 4.8 mm with spiral tubing, and 6.4 mm147
with straight tubing. The current data from the clear plastic tubing is seen to agree148
well with prior experiments at 4.1- and 6.4-mm. This agreement indicates that the149
detonation behavior in the plastic tubing is consistent with that in metal tubing.150
Thus, there is no evidence that the plastic tube wall is decomposing during testing151
for the conditions reported. Additionally, results of the experiments in the spirals152
compare well with those from the straight 6.4-mm diameter tubing, indicating that153
the spiral geometry does not appear to be influencing the wave dynamics.154
In Fig. 9, the data have been rescaled as a function of 1/P0 d in anticipation155
of the importance of binary collisions in the high temperature chemistry. For156
a given mixture composition, tests with similar values of P0 d will have similar157
ratios of chemical reaction and physical length scales if binary collisions dominate158
the reaction processes [15]. This is known as binary scaling and the reasonable159
collapse of the data in these coordinates indicates that the ratio of reaction length160
scales to tube diameter is a key parameter in a model of the effect of tube size on161
wave speed.
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Figure 9: Average velocity data from Fig. 1 versus inverse binary scaling parameter (1/P0 d).
162
4.2. Unsteady Velocity Measurements and Mode Probability163
The velocity data derived from the framing camera analysis provided wave164
velocity measurements with high temporal resolution, allowing visualization of165
any unsteady wave motion. The velocity histories from tests at different pressures166
are summarized in Figs. A.23–A.38, with the results shown in order of decreasing167
pressure. The left image for each test shows the measured velocity record ver-168
sus time. The right image shows a histogram representing the relative frequency169
10
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or experimental probability of each velocity present in the test with the velocity170
binned in 0.05 DCJ bin widths. The results are summarized in Table 1, which also171
contains cell size λ and effective activation energy θ data. Both λ and θ are com-172
puted from fits. Parameter λ is fit to data in Kaneshige and Shepherd [14] to yield173
λ = 186.5P−1.1730 with P0 in kPa and λ in mm. Parameter θ is fit to data from174
Schultz and Shepherd [12] to yield θ = 12.77P−0.06360 with P0 in kPa. Previously,175
multiple criteria for the onset of spin detonation have been proposed with λ/d =176
2 or π [16]; the present experimental series exhibits galloping onset at some point177
between λ/d = 1.9 and 2.5.
Table 1: Test data summary.
Test P0 DCJ D/DCJ Observed λ λ/d θ
No. (kPa) (mm/µs) Mode (mm)
190 20.1 2.287 0.939 Steady 5.52 1.35 10.55
189 19.9 2.287 0.934 Steady 5.59 1.36 10.56
191 15.1 2.274 0.893 Stuttering 7.72 1.88 10.75
195 15.0 2.274 0.876 Stuttering 7.78 1.90 10.75
192 12.0 2.264 0.658 Galloping 10.1 2.47 10.90
198 12.0 2.264 0.670 Galloping 10.1 2.47 10.90
194 10.1 2.256 0.610 Galloping 12.4 3.02 11.03
193 10.0 2.256 0.605 Galloping 12.5 3.05 11.03
202 9.0 2.252 0.580 Galloping 14.2 3.46 11.11
203 9.0 2.252 0.584 Galloping 14.2 3.46 11.11
196 8.0 2.247 0.581 Galloping 16.3 3.97 11.19
197 8.0 2.247 0.568 Galloping 16.3 3.97 11.19
199 7.6 2.244 0.572 Galloping 17.3 4.21 11.23
204 7.6 2.244 0.569 Galloping 17.3 4.21 11.23
200 7.1 2.241 0.567 Galloping 18.7 4.56 11.27
201 7.0 2.241 0.566 Galloping 19.0 4.64 11.29
178
A clear trend is observed from the histograms with a systematic change in179
propagation characteristics with decreasing initial pressure (increasing values of180
λ/d, see Table 1). In the steady and stuttering detonation regime above 15.0 kPa,181
the dominant velocity mode is 0.95 DCJ. In the galloping regime for pressures182
less than 15 kPa, bimodal behavior occurs, with dominant modes having a lumi-183
nous front velocity of 0.4 DCJ and 0.95 DCJ. These two dominant modes are184
consistent throughout the galloping regime. Additionally, a broader distribution185
of velocities occurs in the galloping region than in the steady detonation regime.186
As P0 decreases, the probability of the 0.95 DCJ mode decreases until, at 8 kPa,187
it is barely significant as a peak. Compiling the histogram data into only two bins188
11
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centered on 0.4 DCJ and 0.95 DCJ, the ratio of low-to-high speed velocity occur-189
rences is 1:99 for 19.9 kPa (Fig. A.24), 56:44 for 12.0 kPa (Figure A.28), 67:33190
for 10.1 kPa (Figure A.29), and 73:27 for 8.0 kPa (Figure A.33).191
The velocity–time history reflects this behavior. Tests at 20.1 and 19.1 kPa192
(Figs A.23 and A.24) show steady detonation propagation near 0.95 DCJ with193
small and intermittent velocity perturbations. The tests at 15 kPa (Figs. A.25194
and A.26) are characteristic of stuttering detonation (as defined by Lee et al. [2]),195
where the detonation wave briefly fails and drops down to 0.4 DCJ before quickly196
reinitiating. In the galloping detonation regime at 12 kPa, the wave appears to197
spend approximately equal amounts of time at both 0.40 DCJ and 0.95 DCJ, with198
rapid transitions in between each mode associated with detonation failure and199
reignition. As the initial pressure is decreased to even lower values of 8–12 kPa,200
(Figs. A.27–A.33), less time is spent near 0.95 DCJ, a continuous decrease in the201
average wave velocity is observed which is consistent with lower-resolution mea-202
surements (Fig. 1). At 8 kPa (Fig. A.33), the wave consistently and immediately203
fails upon reaching 0.95 DCJ.204
Figure 10 compiles these results into a three-dimensional surface representing205
the probability distribution function (PDF) for the observed velocity modes versus206
initial mixture pressure. The PDF was generated by first-order (linear) interpola-207
tion of the individual test histogram data (Figs. A.23–A.38) in both the P0 and208
D/DCJ dimensions with relative frequencies computed from the D/DCJ data re-209
binned in 0.1DCJ increments. The PDF clearly shows a single peak near 0.95 DCJ
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
Figure 10: Probability distribution function of the velocity modes with initial mixture pressure.
210
from 20 to 15 kPa. At pressures less than 15 kPa, a bimodal distribution exists211
with peaks at both 0.95 DCJ and 0.4 DCJ, which is characteristic of an oscilla-212
12
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tory signal. For P0 > 12.5 kPa, the 0.95 DCJ velocity regime is more probable,213
consistent with ordinary detonation wave propagation. For P0 < 12 kPa, the 0.4214
DCJ velocity regime is most probable, consistent with a high speed deflagration215
or a shock wave trailed by a decoupled fast flame, which is generally the highest216
flame velocity observed before a local explosion transitions the deflagration mode217
to detonation [16].218
These results are consistent with prior work, particularly that of Lee et al. [2],219
which qualitatively demonstrated the evolution of steady detonation waves into220
the stuttering and galloping regimes for various mixtures and applied a similar221
histogram analysis. The present study, however, demonstrates the full velocity222
mode evolution for a single unstable mixture with a probability distribution func-223
tion and shows that the galloping mode is regular and repeatable for up to 20224
cycles.225
4.3. Frequency Analysis of the Galloping Regime226
In this work, the combination of small tubing diameter and extremely long ob-227
servation lengths (L/d > 7, 300) were sufficient to allow measurement of many228
galloping cycles (up to 20). This is in contrast to earlier efforts that generally229
were able to only observe 1–5 galloping cycles, leaving open the questions of (1)230
if the measured detonation failure was true detonation failure or just an increase in231
the galloping cycle length and (2) if there was any dependence of the tube length232
or ignition mechanism on the measured results. The larger number of cycles ob-233
served in this study allows for the application of statistical techniques to address234
these concerns.235
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Figure 11: The galloping frequency vs. pressure. Left plot shows FFT data for 8.0 (blue), 9.0
(teal), 10.0 (green), 10.1 (yellow), 12.0 (orange and red) kPa. Right plot shows power spectrum
(blue is low and red is high) versus frequency and initial mixture pressure.
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Figure 11 shows the measured galloping frequency versus initial mixture pres-236
sure. Galloping frequencies were evaluated by applying a Fast Fourier Transform237
(FFT) to the velocity-time history from each test. The left portion of Fig. 11 shows238
an overlay of the individual results from all tests in the galloping regime; a sin-239
gle dominant frequency is observed in each test that is between 0.8 and 1.0 kHz.240
The right component of Fig. 11 interpolates the FFT results onto a surface plot of241
frequency versus initial pressure. The dominant frequency does not significantly242
vary with mixture pressure throughout the entire observed galloping regime (7–243
12 kPa). In the steady detonation regime above 15 kPa, no strong frequencies are244
observed. In the transitional stuttering regime, at 15 kPa, frequencies near 450245
Hz and below 100 Hz are detected. The frequency below 100 Hz may be signifi-246
cant in the range between 12 to 15 kPa, though the temporal record length in the247
present study is not adequate to resolve such low values and the low frequency248
oscillations did not persist below 12 kPa. The observation of a nearly universal249
0.8–1.0 kHz frequency band associated with galloping is striking, given that anal-250
ysis of the velocity modes demonstrated a monotonic decrease in the probability251
of the 0.95 DCJ velocity mode with decreasing pressure.252
4.4. Quantitative Breakdown of the Galloping Regime253
Analysis of the individual components or phases of the oscillation cycle of the254
galloping regime is revealing and may be useful in developing physical models of255
the processes that contribute to this behavior. The velocity histories of Section 4.2256
indicate that galloping regime is composed of four possible components or phases:257
(1) wave dwell near a 0.4 DCJ phase, (2) wave acceleration (likely through DDT)258
to a 0.95DCJ phase, (3) wave dwell near this 0.95DCJ phase, and (4) wave decel-259
eration (likely through detonation failure and subsequent shock wave attenuation)260
to the 0.4 DCJ phase.261
Figure 12 overlays the low-velocity wave dwell and combustion wave acceler-262
ation profiles from a test at 8 kPa (test 196) in black and a test at 12 kPa (test 198)263
in red. Scatter or fluctuations are present, but the timing and velocity magnitude264
associated with the DDT phenomena are seen to be invariant of the initial mix-265
ture pressure. Combustion wave profiles associated with the wave deceleration266
and subsequent low-velocity dwell phases are overlaid in Fig. 13 for the same two267
tests. The detonation failure trajectories demonstrate a similar insensitivity to ini-268
tial pressure. In fact, in addition to being independent of pressure, both the DDT269
and failure trajectories appear to occupy a similar period of approximately 7.5270
imaging frames. The period associated with DDT that was immediately followed271
by failure would, thus, be 15 imaging frames or 1.25 ms. This period corresponds272
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Figure 12: Wave acceleration profiles from galloping detonation at 8 kPa (test 196) in black and
12 kPa (test 198) in red.
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Figure 13: Wave deceleration profiles from galloping detonation at 8 kPa (test 196) in black and
12 kPa (test 198) in red.
to a frequency of 0.8 kHz, which is close to that yielded by the FFT analysis.273
Thus, wave acceleration and deceleration or mode switching process correlates274
well with the measured galloping frequency.275
The amount of time the galloping wave spends at both the high- and low-276
velocity phases was also evaluated. This was done by manually selecting portions277
of the wavefront in each phase. High-velocity dwell times consisted of the time278
between the peak cycle velocity and the onset of the steep gradient indicating279
decay to the low-velocity phase, in integer frame numbers. Low-velocity dwell280
times consisted of the time between the termination of this steep decay gradient281
and the onset of the subsequent steep acceleration gradient associated with DDT.282
During the high-velocity and low-velocity dwell times, all wave speeds were gen-283
erally above 0.8 DCJ or below 0.6 DCJ respectively. An example of these selected284
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regions for test 198 is shown in Fig. 14. Performing this analysis across all tests
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Figure 14: Portions of the wavefront in the high velocity (red) and low velocity (green) phase for
test 198.
285
allows determination of the mean dwell time per cycle that the wave spends in286
both the high velocity and low velocity phases and how these dwell times vary287
with initial mixture pressure. Figure 15 shows these data with mean high velocity288
times in red (squares) and mean low velocity times in green (circles). Empiri-289
cal curves are also fit to the data to capture the trends in a concise form. The290
green and red curves are exponential functions of the form τ = exp
(
A+BPC
)
.291
The fitted parameters for the green curve are A = −0.849, B = −1.06 × 10−6,292
C = 4.89 with P in kPa and τ in ms. For the red curve, they are A = −2.89,293
B = 1.841×10−4, C = 3.74 with identical units. Dwell time spent in the low ve-294
locity phase is seen to be fairly insensitive of pressure. In contrast, the dwell time295
of the high velocity mode is strongly dependent on pressure. Attempting to fit the296
dwell time data with a power law τ = BPC achieves a worse fit. With the power297
law form, the green curve fit parameters are B = 0.915 ms and C = −0.392298
with P in kPa. An acceptable fit for the red curve is only achieved by discarding299
the 15 kPa experimental points from the fit; the remaining data then fits well to300
B = 4.95 × 10−5 ms and C = 3.59 with P in kPa.301
Figure 16 shows the mean amount of time (left image) and percentage (right302
image) spent in each phase of the galloping cycle as a function of initial mixture303
pressure. Again, only the dwell time at the high-velocity phase appears strongly304
pressure dependent, increasing to almost 90% of the cycle time at 15 kPa. Be-305
low 10 kPa, the dwell time spent in the high-velocity phase becomes very short306
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Figure 15: Mean wave dwell times in the high velocity (squares, red solid curve) and low veloc-
ity (circles, green dashed curve) phases versus initial mixture pressure. The error bars represent
standard error computed from the variance associated with the dwell times.
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Figure 16: Time (left) and percentage (right) of each phase of the galloping cycle versus initial
mixture pressure.
(Fig. 16) and the scatter between tests at repeat conditions increases (Fig. 15).307
Qualitative inspection of Figs. A.23–A.38 also indicates that, below this limit, the308
velocity–time behavior no longer exhibits a plateau at the high-velocity mode. We309
interpret the combination of these two observations to indicate repeated onset of310
the DDT mechanism followed by its consistent failure before the process achieves311
detonation. There is also a local increase in the period of the DDT and failure312
phases at 8 kPa; the reason for this is currently not known. The total galloping313
cycle time is slightly above 1 ms for initial pressures of 8–12 kPa, consistent with314
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the FFT peak between 0.8 and 1.0 kHz in this regime.315
4.5. Phase Plane and Bifurcation Analysis316
Instabilities associated with one-dimensional (1D) detonation are manifested317
as longitudinal pulsations of the leading shock wave (see for example Zhang et al.318
[17], Kasimov and Stewart [18]) which are superficially similar to the oscilla-319
tions of the luminous front observed in the present study. For simplified models320
of reaction rate and thermochemistry, results of 1D numerical simulations have321
been analyzed by using methods from nonlinear dynamical systems by Ng et al.322
[19], Henrick et al. [20], Abderrahmane et al. [21]. With increasing activation323
energy, a sequence of dynamical states is observed beginning with stable waves,324
onset of instability, limit cycles with a single period, then multiple periods, and325
ultimately aperiodic behavior characteristic of deterministic chaos. This sequence326
of events is also valid when transport effects (viscous and heat conduction) are327
included in strictly 1D simulations [22] and evidence of this is also observed [23]328
when using channel flow approximations to model the effects of friction through a329
wall function. Multidimensional detonations with transport effects are much more330
challenging to accurately simulate with realistic channel boundary conditions so331
that only modest progress [24] has been made in applying dynamical systems332
analyses to these cases.333
Motivated by the application of dynamical systems methods to numerical sim-334
ulations, we have analyzed the experimental velocity–time series using phase335
plane diagrams and bifurcation graphs. In the present study, the effective acti-336
vation energy is not a strong function of pressure so that initial pressure itself may337
be a more sensible choice of a control parameter although other choices such as338
λ/d are equally valid.339
Figures 17–21 show the oscillation modes present for selected tests in order340
of decreasing pressure, which is equivalent to increasing values of d/∆ or d/λ.341
The left images for each test show the measured velocity-time trace (in black), as342
discussed in Section 4.2 along with a filtered trace (in red) with high frequency343
noise removed. The right image visualizes the limit cycles of each filtered trace344
with a plot of front acceleration versus velocity. The filtered trace was fitted with a345
fifth-order interpolation function (shown in red), which was differentiated in order346
to generate the accelerations Ḋ used as the ordinate in the phase diagrams. All347
phase plane images are at the same scale and plot normalized acceleration Ḋ/DCJ348
versus normalized luminous front speed D/DCJ.349
In the steady detonation regime (Fig. 17), small oscillations are observed350
around 0.95 DCJ that approximate a single orbit consistent with a single period351
18
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Figure 17: Velocity-time (left) and limit cycle (right) plots for test 189 at 19.9 kPa.
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Figure 18: Velocity-time (left) and limit cycle (right) plots for test 195 at 15.0 kPa.
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Figure 19: Velocity-time (left) and limit cycle (right) plots for test 203 at 9.0 kPa.
limit cycle. A period 2 limit cycle then appears to develop as the pressure is352
decreased into the stuttering regime (Fig. 18). In the above two cases, the limit353
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Figure 20: Velocity-time (left) and limit cycle (right) plots for test 197 at 8.0 kPa.
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Figure 21: Velocity-time (left) and limit cycle (right) plots for test 201 at 7.0 kPa.
cycles appear to be relatively stable, within the experimental uncertainty. As the354
pressure continues to decrease to 9 kPa (Fig. 19), the limit cycle becomes more355
complex and less stable, either exhibiting an increased number of periods or ape-356
riodic behavior. It is difficult to tell given the limitations of our experiments and357
analysis techniques; particularly the finite temporal resolution and the inherently358
noisy nature of numerical differentiation. Periodic behavior re-appears at 8 kPa359
(Fig. 20) and appears increasingly aperiodic as the pressure is reduced to 7.0 kPa360
(Fig. 21).361
Bifurcation diagrams are another technique from dynamical systems analysis362
that can be used to visualize the number of periods present in limit cycle in a more363
concise manner than the above phase diagrams. To construct these diagrams, the364
local maxima of the amplitudes of a measure of oscillation (leading shock pressure365
or velocity) are plotted against the control parameter that determines the system366
behavior, usually activation energy in the case of 1D detonation modeling. For 1D367
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detonation stability studies [19, 20], period doubling is incrementally observed368
with increasing activation energy, from one-, to two-, to four-, to eight-, to 16-369
period oscillations before the wave motion appears to become aperiodic. Further370
increase in the activation energy will often result in the resumption of periodic371
motion for a small range of activation energy, before the onset of a second region372
of aperiodic flow. More detailed examination [21] of the transition to aperiodic373
behavior demonstrates that this has the characteristics of deterministic chaos.374
Figure 22: Local maxima and minima of velocity as a function of inverse initial pressure. White-
to-black (with red intermediate coloring) indicates increasing probability.
The present wave velocity oscillations are more irregular than in the case of375
the numerical simulations and also contain experimental noise, making identifica-376
tion of an integer number of periods and characterization of the aperiodic motion377
more challenging. Despite these issues, we have made a first effort to create bi-378
furcation graphs from our experimental data. Figure 22 presents our experimental379
bifurcation diagram in the form of a density plot, showing local maxima and min-380
ima in D as calculated from the filtered velocity-time traces versus inverse initial381
mixture pressure. The number of periods is seen to increase and possibly double382
as P0 decreases from 20 to 15 kPa (0.050 to 0.067 kPa−1) and possibly double383
again with a further decrease from 15 to 12 kPa (0.067 to 0.083 kPa−1). After384
that, the density distribution of data is more diffuse and consistent with aperiodic385
flow for pressures of 10 and 9 kPa (0.100 to 0.111 kPa−1). At P0 = 8 kPa (0.125386
kPa−1), the data distribution becomes less diffuse, with two broadly defined peaks,387
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before again becoming more diffuse as the pressure is further decreased below 8388
kPa. This trend is reminiscent of the brief onset of periodic flow in between aperi-389
odic regions of the bifurcation diagrams constructed from numerical simulations390
[19, 20] of 1D detonations.391
Our preceding analysis and interpretation draws heavily from prior studies on392
1D numerical detonation stability. However, the multi-dimensional flow, losses,393
and real chemistry present in the experiments may introduce new dynamical be-394
havior not previously observed in the 1D simulations. The experimental scatter395
and our smoothing approach may have masked these features from our identi-396
fication. In this case, further experimental studies with increased resolution or397
numerical approaches with more complex losses and chemistry will be necessary398
to further explore these dynamics. Additionally, as noted, our study tracks the399
velocity of the front luminosity, in contrast to prior numerical studies that tradi-400
tionally report lead shock velocity. As these two flow features repeatably couple401
and decouple in the galloping flow, their dynamics may have differences.402
5. Discussion403
The results of the present study are broadly consistent with both the recent404
experiments mentioned in the introduction to this paper as well as older studies405
(see the references in Tsuboi et al. [25] as well as in Ul’yanitskii [26]). In the406
present study, only the speed of the luminous front is recorded and it is not pos-407
sible to distinguish between the speed of the leading shock wave and the trailing408
reaction zone that is the origin of the luminosity, as was carried out in some pre-409
vious studies. However, our continuous recording technique and the long spiral410
test section enable much greater recording time of the luminous front speed than411
previous efforts, which had limited point measurements of arrival times and much412
shorter test sections.413
The most striking result of the present study is the dependence of the wave414
speed distribution on initial pressure. The effect of initial pressure or mixture415
composition on the combustion wave behavior in small channels is convention-416
ally explained in terms of the competition between friction associated with vis-417
cosity (molecular transport of momentum) and the pressure dependence of the418
chemical reaction rate in the gas behind the leading shock front. The effect of419
friction can be conceptualized from two points of view: (1) Stream tube expan-420
sion due to the boundary layer displacement effect. One of the first studies was421
by Fay [27], for a more recent examination of this issue, see Sow et al. [23];422
(2) the net loss of momentum from the flow as reflected in the change in the423
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mean velocity averaged across the channel or tube cross section, as modeled for424
example by Aksamentov et al. [28]. A thermal boundary layer is also present,425
representing the analogous competition between heat losses from the gas to the426
tube wall and the temperature dependence of the chemical reaction rate in the gas427
behind shock. Recent advances in computational capability have enabled direct428
numerical simulation of detonation propagation in a narrow channel with the two-429
dimensional Navier-Stokes equations with viscous (but no thermal) losses to the430
wall [25, 29]. The results included multi-front (spontaneous generation of trans-431
verse waves) detonation-like features in a high-speed phase, loss of these multi-432
front features in a low-speed phase, and wave velocity oscillations reminiscent of433
galloping detonation, but with much lower amplitudes. However, the full range of434
behavior with pressure and the inclusion of all loss mechanisms have not yet been435
explored with direct numerical simulation due to the extreme requirements for436
spatial and temporal resolution necessary for resolving these low- and high-speed437
phases simultaneously. For this reason, simplified models such as those discussed438
by Ul’yanitskii [26] and Aksamentov et al. [28] still provide a useful framework439
for understanding the competition of friction and chemical reaction as well as the440
role of gas dynamics in these flows.441
Both types of frictional effects depend strongly on the Reynolds number Re =442
ρU`/µ, which determines both the flow regime (laminar or turbulent) and the443
magnitude of the displacement effect or friction factor, where ρ, U , `, and µ are444
the gas density, velocity, distance behind the shock, and dynamic viscosity, re-445
spectively. The pressure dependence enters primarily through ρ with all other446
factors being the same, and thus Re is proportional to the initial pressure. The447
various frictional effects depend on fractional powers of the Reynolds number, for448
example, the ratio of the boundary layer thickness to distance behind the shock449
is proportional to Re−n with n = 1/2 for laminar flow and n ≈ 0.2 to 0.3 for450
turbulent flow. The unit Reynolds numbers Re ′ = ρU/µ depend strongly on the451
gas temperature and to a lesser extent the shock speed. In completely reacted gas452
behind the front of a CJ detonation, Re ′ = 8.5 × 106 m−1 for P0 = 20 kPa and 3453
× 106 m−1 for P0 = 7 kPa; in the shocked but unreacted gas the values are nearly454
an order of magnitude larger: Re ′ = 5.9 × 107 m−1 for P0 = 20 kPa and 2 × 107455
m−1 for P0 = 7 kPa. In both cases, the values of Re ′ are inversely proportional to456
pressure and the magnitudes are sufficiently large that transition to turbulence is457
expected within the first 0.2 to 0.5 m in the burned gas and the first 0.02 to 0.05 m458
of the shocked but unburned gas. These values need to be considered relative to459
the magnitude of the reaction zone thicknesses which are discussed next.460
The chemical reaction rates and consequently the reaction times (induction461
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and energy release) and length scales depend on pressure through the composition462
dependence of the reaction rate. For the propane-oxygen mixtures considered in463
the present study, reaction time and length scales have been estimated using a de-464
tailed chemical reaction mechanism (GRI-Mech 3.0) and simplified models of the465
combustion process. The idealized ZND model of detonation structure predicts466
that, at 20 kPa initial pressure, a CJ detonation has an induction zone length that467
is 165 µm and an energy release zone of 47 µm; at 7 kPa, the induction zone length468
is 465 µm and the energy release zone is 145 µm. Typical of the high temperature469
(1800 to 3300 K in this case) conditions of fuel-oxygen detonations, these length470
scales are in ratio inversely proportional to pressure. The induction times exhibit471
a very strong dependence on initial shock strength and the energy release times472
are almost independent of the initial shock strength. As a consequence, in the473
phase of the galloping wave when the leading shock decays, reactions take place474
in progressively lower temperature and pressure environments, reducing the reac-475
tion rates in the induction zone and causing the reaction front to progressively lag476
behind the shock. However, once the induction phase has proceeded sufficiently477
to create a substantial pool of radicals and intermediates, the reactions rapidly478
go to completion, releasing energy quickly in the shocked but unreacted gases,479
consistent with the model of Ul’yanitskii [26].480
The observed variations in luminous zone velocity distributions with initial481
pressure may originate from the increasing thickness of the boundary layer as482
compared to that of the reaction zone as the pressure decreases. Figure 15 is483
particularly remarkable with the change in the duration of the high-speed phase484
decreasing by a factor of 100 for an initial pressure change of only a factor of 3.485
This strong sensitivity of the high-speed phase duration to the initial pressure may486
be particular to this mixture, which has a very high effective activation energy487
(about 40 kcal/mole for conditions representative of the CJ state) – a situation that488
is known to result in extreme sensitivity of detonation behavior to initial condition489
changes.490
Early studies on one-dimensional detonation with multi-step kinetics [30–32]491
identified that detonations became increasingly unstable as the induction zone492
length grew relative to the energy release zone length and led to the identifica-493
tion of quantitative parameters proposed to govern stability [31, 33]. The similar494
competition between the chemical and viscous- or thermal-loss length scales and495
their relative variations with pressure are likely relevant to the behavior exhib-496
ited in our stability analysis above (Sec. 4.5). For example, at certain pressures,497
distinct combinations of these length scales may couple to promote more peri-498
odic failure and reinitiation profiles, yielding the regular phase diagram behavior499
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observed in Figs. 18 (15 kPa) and 20 (8 kPa) and the corresponding strong and500
isolated peaks in the bifurcation diagram of Fig. 22. Other length scale combina-501
tions may yield less regular or aperiodic behavior, as seen in the phase diagrams502
for 9.0 kPa (Fig. 19) and 7.0 kPa (Fig. 21), which generate diffuse distributions503
(characteristic of aperiodic motion) on the bifurcation diagram. The present wave504
dynamics exhibit a number of different propagation modes and are expected to505
depend on several nondimensional parameters, rather than a unique ratio as seen506
in 1D calculation [31, 33]. Simplified or analog models may provide a computa-507
tionally efficient approach to explore these wave dynamics.508
6. Conclusions509
A quantitative analysis of luminous front velocity characteristics versus initial510
mixture pressure was performed for near-limit detonation propagation in stoichio-511
metric propane-oxygen mixtures confined in polyurethane tubing with the tube512
diameter on the order of the detonation cell size. The use of extremely long tube513
lengths (with L/d > 7,300) allowed observation of up to 20 galloping cycles.514
The results showed that two dominant velocity modes exist near 0.4 DCJ and 0.95515
DCJ, with the lower velocity mode becoming more prevalent with decreasing mix-516
ture initial pressure. The results of multiple experiments were used to generate a517
probability distribution function for velocity in order to visualize this behavior.518
Analysis of the galloping frequency indicated a dominant frequency band be-519
tween 0.8 and 1.0 kHz that was not a strong function of initial pressure, consistent520
with the previous observations of the high-velocity phase being a detonation-like521
wave with a reaction zone extent determined by chemical reaction rates and the522
low-velocity phase being a complex of a shock and a premixed flame with propa-523
gation rates which are relatively independent of pressure. The oscillatory behavior524
appears to be consistent with a self-excited oscillation between the trailing reac-525
tion zone and the leading shock front that previous researchers have noted for526
galloping detonations. The observed frequency is inconsistent with both trans-527
verse and longitudinal modes associated with acoustic wave propagation within528
either products or reactants. (Estimates based on postshock sound speeds and the529
tube diameter indicate that the lowest transverse mode frequencies will be on the530
order of 100 to 250 kHz while estimates based on the burned gas sound speed and531
length of the spiral predict longitudinal mode frequencies on the order of 10-30532
Hz.)533
Wave acceleration trajectories during the DDT and detonation failure phases534
of the galloping mode were repeatable and insensitive to variations in initial pres-535
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sure. The amount of the time spent per galloping cycle in the low velocity mode536
was a weak function of mixture pressure, while the amount of time spent per cy-537
cle in the high velocity mode was a strong function of pressure. These results538
indicate that galloping detonation is a regular phenomenon that persists over ex-539
tremely long tube lengths. The luminous front velocity–time series were analyzed540
using methods of dynamical systems. Phase plane and bifurcation diagrams show541
a sequence of changes with decreasing initial pressure that are typical of determin-542
istic systems that exhibit transition to aperiodic orbits through a series of period-543
doubling bifurcations, similar to that observed in idealized one-dimensional calcu-544
lations without losses at the channel or tube boundaries. Based on the universality545
of the velocity behavior within a galloping cycle, we conjecture that the gallop-546
ing detonation occurs in a regime where chemical reaction and wall confinement547
effects simultaneously promote the onset of DDT, while preventing steady deto-548
nation propagation. Thus, our results indicate that, in order to better predict this549
behavior, future research should work to elucidate the physical phenomena re-550
sponsible for the specific failure and initiation mechanisms observed, as well as551
their variation with pressure and tube diameter.552
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Appendix A. Velocity Histories553
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Figure A.23: Velocity history at 20.1 kPa from test 190.
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Figure A.24: Velocity history at 19.1 kPa from test 189.
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Figure A.25: Velocity history at 15.1 kPa from test 191.
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Figure A.26: Velocity history at 15.0 kPa from test 195.
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Figure A.27: Velocity history at 12.0 kPa from test 192.
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Figure A.28: Velocity history at 12.0 kPa from test 198.
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Figure A.29: Velocity history at 10.1 kPa from test 194.
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Figure A.30: Velocity history at 10.0 kPa from test 193.
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Figure A.31: Velocity history at 9.0 kPa from test 202.
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Figure A.32: Velocity history at 9.0 kPa from test 203.
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Figure A.33: Velocity history at 8.0 kPa from test 196.
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Figure A.34: Velocity history at 8.0 kPa from test 197.
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Figure A.35: Velocity history at 7.6 kPa from test 199.
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Figure A.36: Velocity history at 7.6 kPa from test 204.
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Figure A.37: Velocity history at 7.1 kPa from test 200.
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Figure A.38: Velocity history at 7.0 kPa from test 201.
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